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JOY IN NUMBERS INDEX RESEARCH & DISCOVER

HOW CAN I USE JOY AS A 
TOOL TO COUNTERACT 
FEELINGS OF NEGATIVITY 
AND IMPROVE PEOPLE’S 
EVERY DAY EXPERIENCES AND 
OVERALL MENTAL HEALTH?

Throughout my MA, my projects have primarily 
revolved around the notion of positively 
effecting a person’s mental health. Whether 
that be through thought provoking design, 
tools of distraction or adding a pop of colour 
into somebody’s morning commute to work – 
the main aim stays the same.  
I simply wanted to find ways to spread joy. 
Thus, the question arose, 



JOY IN NUMBERS INDEX

Naturally, I began my research journey 
by looking into the polar opposite of joy – 
misery. I wanted to know what were the most 
common factors of a person suffering from 
stress, anger or sadness and why. During this 
stage, I came across the Centre for Urban 
Design and Mental Health organisation 
websites which provided me with a wealth 
of information on the key causes of mental 
illness within urban environments. Two factors 
that they highlighted as having a negative 
impact on a person’s mental health where; 
transportation and the sensory input from the 
built environment. These statements also rang 
true to the findings of the Publicolor Projects 
that I had researched previously. Publicolor 
is a stay-in-school youth development 
programme that engages high-risk students 
in their education through the use of colour. 
Simply by adding a feeling of warmth and 
play into the school grounds using colour, 
they managed to increase the high school 
graduations rate from 64% to 100% between 
the years 2018-2019. It was becoming clear at 
this point that there was a clear correlation 
between a person’s environment, their daily 
routines and their mental health.

RESEARCH & DISCOVER BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/02/15/research/


“DO NOT SPOIL WHAT YOU HAVE BY DESIRING WHAT YOU 

HAVE NOT; REMEMBER THAT WHAT YOU NOW HAVE WAS 

ONCE AMONG THE THINGS YOU ONLY HOPED FOR.”
- EPICURUS
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BUT LET’S NOT BE 
FOOLED. JOY IS 
SELF-SUSTAINING 
AND BETTER YET, IT’S 
FREE OF CHARGE. 

Shifting my perspective, I began researching 
the teachings of Epicurus. Epicurus was an 
ancient Greek philosopher who focused on 
helping people fulfil a pleasurable and happy 
lifestyle. One of Epicurus’s ideas was that 
we often only know what we want, not what 
we need – a concept and thought process 
that many believe is still actively used to 
fuel the marketing industry. Another of 
Epicurus’s teachings was that there are 3 
key components of a happy life: friendship, 
freedom and self-sufficiency, and lastly taking 
time for philosophical thought. Otherwise 
known as leading an ‘Analysed Life’.  
Comparing his way of thinking to the 
functionality of modern society, it’s clear 
to see the stark contrast between the two. 
Today, we’re often exposed to advertisements 
implementing that happiness is something 
tangible that can be bought.

RESEARCH & DISCOVER BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/02/28/refine/
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Continuing to investigate societal norms, our 
common thought processes and the effects 
they have – I came across Rick Hanson’s 
research. I had already learnt that our fear of 
missing out, commonly known as FOMO, is 
a primal fear created within the amygdala. 
At one time it was vital for us to be aware 
of any outside threats both to ourselves 
and to the larger group and I was keen 
to continue delve further into our brains 
emotional functionalities. Rick Hanson, Ph.D, 
is a neuropsychologist and author that has 
gathered a significant amount of research into 
ways that we can ‘re-wire’ our brain in order to 
achieve happiness.

“THE AMYGDALA IS 
NEUROLOGICALLY PRIMED 
TO LABEL EXPERIENCES 
AS FRIGHTENING AND 
NEGATIVE. IN OTHER 
WORDS, IT’S BUILT TO 
LOOK FOR THE BAD.” 
– RICK HANSON, PH.D

RESEARCH & DISCOVER BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/03/04/week-6/
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His research taught me that there were two 
kinds of memory, explicit and implicit – explicit 
memory controls our recollection of specific 
events, whereas implicit memory handles 
emotions, body sensations, relationship 
paradigms and our sense of the world around 
us. This tells me that explicit memory is more 
factual, based on past situations, whereas the 
implicit memory deals with the ever changing 
‘now’, the emotional and soulful side of the 
mind. 
  Rick Hanson then goes on to explain the 
many benefits of exposing yourself to positive 
experiences and how we can hope to make 
the most of them. Although we’re prone to 
naturally latch onto negative experiences, 
we can somewhat take control by actively 
paying attention to the good that can be found 
within the world, your loved ones and most 
importantly, yourself. Be mindful about your 
daily routines, for example, push yourself to 
take the scenic route to work. By deliberately 
going out of your way to create positive 
experiences for yourself, you are in turn 
creating an archive of positive experiences 
that will help counteract the negatives. All 
this information was incredibly helpful and 
potentially brilliant advice to be able to pass 
on a one to one basis, but how could this be 
embedded within my design project?

RESEARCH & DISCOVER BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/03/04/week-6/
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One of the main takeaways from this research 
is that my project needed some form of 
repetition to successfully embed a feeling 
of joy into people’s lives. To prevent myself 
from making any assumptions, I turned to 
the public, asking one simple question: “what 
brings you joy?”. I purposefully made sure that 
the question asked was broad enough to be 
able to collect an archive of different answers 
and perspectives surrounding joy, whilst 
still remaining simple and to the point. By 
gathering this data early on, it will also give me 
a head start in experimenting with different 
responses and outcomes whilst also giving me 
a better insight into the simplicity of what can 
be used to bring joy to others.  
  The survey was distributed across my 
social media platforms, meaning that the 
participants were primarily based between 
Leeds and Skipton. I chose to keep every 
submission anonymous in the hopes that this 
would allow people to open up freely. Perhaps 
it was for this reason that the responses came 
in all shapes and sizes; some were extremely 
personal whereas others were comments 
on relatable situations that most people will 
come across in their lives. Although varied in 
perspective, they are shared one similarity – 
reading through them gave me a sense of joy. 

RESEARCH & DISCOVER BLOG

VIEW SURVEY

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/02/24/define/
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/LWCD5VH
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Having experienced joy through the wording 
alone, I began some visual experiments 
keeping the submissions as the primary focus. 
I imagined that these could evolve into a 
series of posters, placed within stress evoking 
environments, such as shopping centres 
or public transport stations. The designs 
were kept extremely simple to avoid adding 
additional stimulation to a person’s day, in fact 
the aim was for them to have the opposing 
effect. I wanted them to act as an invitation 

to stop a person’s busy thought process, 
allowing them to pause and imagine the joyful 
moment for themselves. However, today’s 
society is quickly becoming poster blind due to 
the constant reel of advertisements found in 
city centres, shop windows and smartphones, 
so I doubted that these would be impactful 
enough. Instead, I began reflecting back on the 
research that UD/MH conducted on the effects 
our environments have on a person’s mental 
health – leading me to shift focus altogether. 

RESEARCH & DISCOVER BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/02/24/define/
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I began playing with the concept of 
creating a space that would project these 
captured moments of joy inside (similar to a 
planetarium). These moments of joy could 
be captured and displayed as a video clip, an 
image or simply text alone. Another prospect 
to this concept would be that it would allow 
me to engage with more of the audience’s 
senses, rather than them just experiencing 
something purely visual – having a space 
opens up the potential to engage in peoples 
sense of hearing and smell too. However, 
just as this concept was evolving, a national 
lockdown was put in place to protect people 
from the Covid-19 pandemic. So much for 
bringing people together physically!  

RESEARCH & DISCOVER

PROJECT PROPOSAL

BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheoriesscience.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/proposal-updated-2020_03_25-15_07_30-utc.pdf
https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/03/11/week-7-spaces/
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Within the group panel review, I got into a 
discussion with Harriet Beesley on alternative 
methods that I could use to deliver my project 
to people during the lockdown, seeing as 
my previous concept was no longer viable. 
She brought up Mr. Bingos hate mail project, 
suggesting that I could turn this concept on its 
head and work to spread joy through a series 
of postcards instead. Around the same time, 
Brit & Co were temporarily offering a range of 
free online creative classes due to the current 
pandemic. I came across a class on Digital 
Illustration for Social Media , hosted by Ashley 
Mary, a designer whose work I had admired 
for quite some time. Getting the chance to 
learn her design process first-hand was an 
amazing opportunity and it gave me the push 
to begin experimenting with some joyful 
postcard concepts. The illustration course 
was incredibly helped. Although I already 
knew how to use the software she was using, 
I learnt and practiced different illustration 
styles and learnt to let go of the perfectionism 
that comes from being a designer, giving final 
outcomes that ‘home done’, personal touch. 
Although I liked the postcards created during 
this process, they didn’t seem enough. had 
no doubt that these would assist with the 
spreading of joy, but they were only going 
to have a very temporary impact on the 
recipients. 

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://wordpress.com/block-editor/post/sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2383
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I still found myself leaning towards the idea 
of creating a joyful space, by creating a place 
that’s sole purpose was to deliver joy, I would 
be able to embed several different layers 
within a person’s experience with the project 
that would help secure a positive overall 
experience. However, with the pandemic 
still rife the only way that I could produce 
such a space would be to move the project 
online. Originally I was hesitant to do so, I 
found myself questioning whether there 
was already too much to do online, “Will 
this just be adding to the claustrophobic pot 
of things to do on the internet?”. However, 
during a conversation with Susanna on the 
concept of creating an online space, the 
idea of hosting online workshops arose. To 

give people during lockdown something 
to do, I could host a variety live streams 
showcasing different skill sets for people to 
engage with and/or learn a new hobby. This 
idea had many perks, such as giving me the 
opportunity to directly collaborate with small 
local businesses on a win-win-win basis (yes, 
three wins). They would provide content and/
or lead a workshop for people at home to 
follow. I would be able to create and provide 
the platform, engaging with a breadth of 
different audiences to market their business 
and the general public would receive and 
array of free services for them to engage 
with during the current pandemic.  During 
this time, Fresh Perspective (a group I had 
previously collaborated with) had arranged a 

meeting to discuss potential leads on projects 
as their existing ones had had to be put on 
hold during the lockdown. I brought up my 
idea of creating a platform to host live streams, 
proposing that we could collaborate – to which 
they jumped on the opportunity. Seeing as 
Fresh Perspective already had an established 
social media platform, the decision to host 
the live workshops/tutorials on there came 
naturally and worked well for everyone. We 
began curating a list of creative activities that 
could be taught digitally, matching each one 
up with a local creative or business. Seeing as 
everyone involved in Fresh Perspective lives 
locally, we found that we each had personal 
contacts that could be brought into the project, 
which is always helpful!

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/04/09/week-9/
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Fresh Perspective was originally formed 
by Great Place: Lakes & Dales (GPLD), an 
organization that focuses on delivering and 
enhancing the cultural offer and economy for 
younger people in the area. Since then, Fresh 
Perspective had gone on to lead their own 
projects with the support of GPLD. Although, 
the funding for Fresh Perspective had officially 
stopped in November 2019, we arranged a 
meeting with Manon Keir and Lindsey Hebden 
to find out if there was any budget remaining 
that we could access for this new project or 
alternatively discuss the possibilities of GPLD 
being able to grant some further funding. 
The meeting was a success, both Manon and 
Lindsey were enthusiastic about the idea and 
they let us know that still had a remaining 
£600 left from the previous budget.

ALTHOUGH THE PROJECT 
DIDN’T CALL FOR ANY 
EXPENDITURES JUST YET, 
IT WAS GOOD TO KNOW 
THAT WE HAD THAT TO 
FALL BACK ON IF NEEDED. 

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/04/09/week-9/
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After getting in touch with various creatives 
from our list, the first to get back to us was 
Courtney from Court Rae MUA, a local make-
up artist. We agreed that rather than it just 
be Courtney hosting a live stream from our 
channel alone, it may feel more friendly if one 
of us co-hosted the live stream, keeping up a 
natural flow of conversation whilst following 
the tutorial themselves. This would allow us 
to take away any additional pressure from the 
creative leading the workshop, but it would 
also act as a reassurance to those watching 
from home as they watch us stumble through 
the tutorial. We wanted to send out the 
message that you didn’t need to be good at 
something to enjoy it!  
  There was a slight technical hiccup at the 
beginning as Courtney struggled with her 
internet connection, but apart from that our 
first live session was a success. By promoting 
the live session on our social platforms prior 
to the live, we managed to get around 10-15 
people tune in, some of which sent in photos 
of their attempts afterwards. Beth from Fresh 
Perspective had volunteered to co-host the 
first live session, and as she already knew 
Courtney, the atmosphere they created 
was that of two old friends getting ready 
together before a night out. The relaxed and 
casual approach made for an inviting and 
comfortable space. Seeing as the first live 
session went so well, we began planning the 
next one, with the ambition to deliver a new 
one every week.  

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/04/09/week-9/
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To be able to promote the live tutorials as 
part of a series, I began working on the 
branding elements, starting with what I 
was going to name the project. The great 
Martin Luther King Jr. once stated, “There 
is power in numbers and there is power in 
unity” during one of his legendary civil rights 
movements. Seeing as this project captures 
the very essence of bringing people together 

to create a positive impact, it only seemed 
natural to incorporate part of this quote within 
the branding. From this rose the title ‘Joy in 
Numbers’. I found that Ethan Dunhams’ font, 
GoodDog, was a perfect fit for the type of 
message I wanted to get across in the project 
as it was clean, approachable with ‘hand 
drawn’ aesthetics that brought character to 
the text. To establish a connection between 

Joy in Numbers and Fresh Perspective, I chose 
to carry their colour palette across into the 
project branding too. The branding at this 
point was created purely from necessity 
more than anything else, so I knew it needed 
revisiting at a later stage, however, until then 
it fit the bill and managed to carry the projects 
message across, pulling in new followers to 
the Fresh Perspective page.  

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/04/17/week-10/
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I then began curating a PDF that could be 
used to send out to local creatives, inviting 
them to get involved in the project. Taking 
inspiration from Participatory City’s Illustrated 
Guide, I created small illustrations, adding to 
the visual language and embedded a ‘home-
done’ element to the brand. During this stage 
I found myself actively leaving in errors in the 
illustrations, as I learnt from the Ashley Mary 
online course, leaving in mistakes gives the 
illustrations a sense of character and energy. 
The PDF was simple, yet clearly effective as 
we managed to successfully book in a series 
of creatives to come and co-host a range of 
workshops on the Fresh Perspective page. 

ILLUSTRATED PDF

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheoriesscience.files.wordpress.com/2020/06/joy-in-numbers-project.pdf
https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/06/26/week-11/
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At this point, the project really started to 
gain momentum and I wanted to find even 
more ways to embed snippets of joy into 
the audiences lives throughout the week. 
After researching into the positive effects 
animals can have on a person’s mental 
health, I began a new series on the Fresh 
Perspective Instagram page called ‘Joy in Pets’, 
encouraging people to send in photos of their 
furry (or not so furry) best friend, so we could 
share them every Wednesday. Allowing us to 
share even more joyful content with the world, 
whilst finding new ways to engage with the Joy 
in Numbers following.

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

JOY IN PETS POST

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/13/week-12/
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_223oZnWPz/
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As Fresh Perspective was originally formed 
to test new ways to represent younger voices 
within Skipton and surrounding areas, the 
primary audience on their Instagram had 
been based in Skipton and the surrounding 
areas, between the ages of 18-25. However, 
as the activities from the live sessions have 
been so varied, from cocktail making to dog 
agility, this has also been reflected within the 
audience. For example, our paper making 
live session, co-hosted by LaurenInk, brought 

in a new group of viewers, many of which 
were based in the USA between the ages of 
22-50. I also began to notice that although 
people were happy to tune in and follow along 
from home, not everyone was comfortable 
making comments on the live as it was 
happening, in order to combat and awkward 
silences, I began collecting questions for Q&A 
sessions prior to the live – keeping everyone 
comfortable! 

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/18/week-14/
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The Joy in Numbers project was seemingly 
growing larger each day, which was fantastic 
and exciting, however it did mean that I stuck 
doing a lot of admin work. The collaboration 
with Fresh Perspective was great, but at this 
stage they were only involved in co-hosting 
the live events and the larger decision making, 
leaving me to balance the management of the 
weekly workshops and the development of 
the project as a whole. After a while, I realized 
that I wanted to take a step back and spend 
some time working on the visual elements 
of the project, even if that meant that the 
workshops had to slow down. After a meeting 
with Fresh Perspective, we agreed to bring the 
workshops down from one a week to one a 
fortnight. Beth also volunteered to assist me 
with some of the admin work, freeing up some 
of my time to begin and develop the branding 
further. In hindsight, I think this is a discussion 
that would have been beneficial to of had at 
the beginning of the collaboration. By making 
the project live in the midst of planning it 
without a thought-out action plan, I put myself 
in a detrimental position. Luckily it didn’t have 
a knock-on effect to the project itself this 
time round, but it’s not a risk I’ll be willing to 
take in the future – it certainly was a learning 
experience!  

DEFINE, TEST & PREPARE BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/18/week-14/
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https://www.instagram.com/tv/CALTPQRFwO_/
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CCEPJoCH_3M/
https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/18/week-14/
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One of the live sessions, led by George 
Wybrow, took myself and the online audience 
through the lino printing process which gave 
me a brilliant excuse to move away from the 
computer and get back into tactile design. The 
process itself was brilliant and it led me back 
to my original way of working, however, it 
became clear that the main thing I needed to 
work on was the logo itself. No matter what 

the outside influence was I brought to this 
design, the logo was far too static to truly 
reflect the projects ethos. Taking inspiration 
from the clothing brand Lucy & Yaks playful 
aesthetic, I began sketching out potential 
ways that I could have the type interact with 
each other as theirs did. This process was 
enlightening and allowed me to tap back into 
the original thoughts and ideas I had whilst 

coming up with the project concept. After 
several different concepts, I found the perfect 
balance of everything I wanted. Playful and 
energetic with visual references embedded 
within the design.  

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/20/week-18/
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Although GPLD were great are giving me 
feedback on the functionality of the project, 
they didn’t have much critical feedback on 
the design. Susanna reached out to Harriet 
Beesley, introducing me and my project once 
more to help me gain a better perspective on 
the progress of my design so far. We agreed 
on a lot of points. For instance, we both 
felt that the design elements were just too 
‘flat’. To combat this, Harriet gave me some 
great references for bringing a 2D brand to 
life, such as the Innocent Smoothie franchise. 
This particularly helped me in regards to 
setting a ‘tone of voice’ within my brand, I 
was previously worried about using casual 
language within my project brief in case it 
came across as frivolous and not to be taken 
seriously. However, Harriet pointed out that 
I didn’t want to be taken seriously anyway, it 
was about creating joy after all. 

IT DIDN’T NEED 
TO BE SERIOUS, IT 
JUST NEEDED TO BE 
IMPACTFUL. 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/22/week-17/
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Another point of discussion was how the 
project was appearing to the general 
public. As it had solely been marketed on 
the Fresh Perspective social platforms, the 
Joy in Numbers content was amongst their 
usual posts which didn’t link up or relate in 
any way. To try and combat any potential 
confusion caused by this, we spoke about 
creating a separate Joy in Numbers Instagram 
account. However, when I brought this idea 
to FP, they didn’t seem keen on the idea 
and understandably wanted to keep Joy 
in Numbers on their Instagram page as it 
was currently serving as the main source 
of content for their feed. So instead we 
compromised; Joy in Numbers would remain 
on their platform providing that Maisie, the 
person in charge of their social media, worked 
directly with me to develop a clear theme 
and story throughout the feed. To assist with 
this, I created a series of digital illustrations 
to celebrate national days instead of random 
images found online. I also created a set of 
frames to use, ensuring that all the posts fit 
into a coloured theme – creating a fluid and 
aesthetically pleasing news feed. 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/22/week-17/
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As I didn’t have the time to before, I wanted 
to continue developing my brand off screen. 
In my last call with Stuart, we spoke about 
the idents used on channels such as MTV, 
E4 and BBC2. They typically have huge 
variations between each one, keeping their 
brand fun and ever-evolving. This also gives 
way for people with different skillsets to get 
involved, in fact, E4 had previously accepted 

ident commissions from the general public. 
Creating a series of idents seemed like a great 
way to showcase the diversity of my project 
and the creative practices that can be learnt 
from it. Seeing as I already had the materials 
in, I reached out to a local animator, Virpi 
Kettu from Kettu Studios, asking if she had 
any advice for a beginner trying out stop 
animation. 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/07/17/week-13/
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She offered some advice the software’s 
available as well as some general tips for 
creating a set. One of the software’s Virpi 
recommended was Studio Motion. Although 
this was incredibly easy to use, the animations 
came out oversaturated and low resolution. 
Instead, I ended up using my Nikon B500 to 
shoot the frames and used Premier Pro to 
create the animation. The only issue with 
this was that the Nikon B500 doesn’t have a 
compatible remote control, meaning I could 
only remotely control it via a smartphone app 

– this certainly had its flaws. For example, the 
camera settings didn’t translate to the photos 
taken from the app, despite what it shows in 
the viewfinder and the app was full of bugs 
which resulted in me having to take the last 
10 or so shots manually. Because of this, there 
was a distinct difference between the photos 
taken remotely and manually, extending the 
editing of the photos afterwards threefold. 
In hindsight, I should’ve tried reshot the 
animation using my phone as the changes in 
the background of the animation are hard 
to ignore. Although there were some clear 
errors, the process itself was really enjoyable. I 
particularly liked creating the noise effects for 
the animation afterwards, I believe they help 
highlight the charismatic nature of the project.  

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/08/07/week-15/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIejdM1NazA&feature=youtu.be
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Continuing to explore potential brand 
aesthetics, I began taking apart the logo. 
Separating each of the elements and 
experimenting with them to create alternative 
forms and shapes. This was so much fun 
and yet equally as challenging; through this 
process I noticed just how fine the line is 
between a letter looking abstract, or simply 
becoming an illegible shape. Afterwards I 
picked out 4 of my favourite shapes from 
each page, generated a pattern and recreated 

them using Play-Dough. I absolutely loved the 
process of creating these shapes and I believe 
they reflect the brand brilliantly, giving off 
an effortless, playful energy that is hard to 
recreate digitally. I continued experimenting 
with the patterns, trying to recreate 
something similar with lino prints and later 
digitalising them but I believe the textures 
created from the stamp may have been too 
sharp for the brand. Still, I’m happy I tried it.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT BLOG

https://sianlaurasthoughtsandtheories.science.blog/2020/08/29/week-19/
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Another route I explored with the patterns 
was digital animation. Unfortunately my 
skillset in After Effects only allowed me to 
trial out some basic 2D animation styles, but I 
liked what I managed to create. It wasn’t quite 
as characteristic as the 3D experiments I had 
done, but it was certainly a step in the right 
direction. I also tried rearranging the shapes 
within the pattern to recreate objects, shapes 
or phrases of ‘joyful things’ from the survey 
submissions. Although this was a good concept 
in theory, I think I may have been trialling out 
too many abstract ideas before getting the 
basics of the branding in place. That said, by 
continuously pushing the boundaries of my 
existing skill set in 3D digital animation;

I WAS LED TO SEARCH FOR 
ALTERNATIVE METHODS 
OF CREATING THE 
CONTENT I DESIRED.
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Taking time away from the computer once 
more, I began collecting a range of materials 
that could be used to create a series of idents 
for the brand. One of which was balloon 
modelling, I had noticed that during my 
attempts at creating any form of 3D texture 
digitally, I tended to lean towards an inflated, 
balloon like texture. So why not cut out the 
middle-man? I was pleasantly surprised with 

my ability to recreate the logo using balloons 
– even if it wasn’t an exact replication of the 
logo. Using both video and photography, I 
was able to get really experimental with 
the lighting, placement and environments 
to capture the balloon in, making for some 
extremely vibrant and cheerful material. This 
entire process was joyful, from beginning to 
end and I feel that that shows in the outcome.   
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Meanwhile, the Joy in Numbers live workshops 
were attracting a lot of attention. GPLD had 
been in touch as they were keen to write 
up a press release to the local newspaper, 
the Craven Herald, to highlight the project’s 
success and talk about the future of Fresh 
Perspective - I provided a quote, general 
information on the project and helped guide 
the press release to make sure it providing 
the right information on how other people 
could get involved or access the live sessions.  
Understandably this press release was 
fantastic in terms of marketing the project, but 
it was also just great to see that the project 
was being well received and noticed within the 
community!

“AS THEY PLAN FOR 
THE FUTURE, WE ARE 
WORKING WITH OTHER 
LOCAL PARTNERS TO SEE 
HOW WE CAN EXPAND 
AND DEVELOP THE IDEA 
FURTHER.”  
- LINDSEY HEBDEN

DELIVER BLOG
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It was around this time that Debbie Cross 
got in touch with us on behalf of the Historic 
England HAZ program. In May 2019, Historic 
England launched a new multi-million-pound 
fund which will allow us to work with partners 
to find new ways to champion and revive our 
historic high streets through the High Streets 
Heritage Action Zones (HAZ) scheme. 69 high 
streets across England have been selected to 
receive a share of the fund, including Skipton. 
Debbie was the Programme Manager for the 
Skipton area and was interested in finding 
ways to help organisations engage with new 
audiences, facilitate co-creation via digital 
platforms and minimize the impact of the 
restrictions by supporting businesses, spaces 
and organisations. 
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She had heard about the Joy in Numbers 
project through Manon and was keen to work 
with us, so we arranged a meeting between 
Debbie, myself, the Fresh Perspective team 
and Manon and Lindsey from GPLD. I noticed 
that there were some clear links between 
the HAZ project objectives and a few existing 
projects I had been working on with Fresh 
Perspective, so I proposed that we extend 
the collaboration to include the HAZ program 
objectives. All meeting participants agreed 
that it would be a step in the right direction 
to begin working together on these projects 
and Beth and I from Fresh Perspective put 
ourselves forward to lead the projects and 
liaise directly with Debbie.  
  It was around this time that the national 
lockdown was beginning to lift, allowing 
people to leave their homes and meet up in 
small groups once more. Understandably, I 
believe people were digitally exhausted at this 
point, which made for a reduction in people 
tuning into the weekly workshops. But I didn’t 
see this as bad news, the only reason the 
workshops were hosted within a digital space 
was because physical workshops were no 
longer an option. However, we were beginning 
to find new ways to adapt to the pandemic and 
with that so should the project.

DELIVER BLOG
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I proposed that we began shifting our focus 
to bringing workshops within local Skipton 
businesses. This would allow us to bring the 
same enjoyable content to people face to 
face, whilst simultaneously promoting and 
supporting local businesses as they were 
able to open their doors once more. During 
the meeting, Debbie mentioned that she was 
currently working on a grant proposal in order 
to receive additional funding and asked us 
to include the Joy in Numbers project pitch. 
Updating the project proposal became a 
priority as it was a short turnaround for us to 
be able to get the grant proposal submitted 
on time. Luckily I was able to liaise directly 
with Debbie and Kath Clark, the HAZ Project 
Delivery Officer, whilst working on this to 
be able to get all the relevant information, 
incorporating both HAZ and Joy in Numbers 
objectives. 
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To speed things up, I also arranged a meeting 
between myself, Debbie and Beth to create 
a Joy in Numbers budget. I had formed one a 
while back, but it wasn’t really relevant as the 
only expenditure we had was from promoting 
the social media posts. All the creatives that 
had been involved in the project beforehand 
had volunteered their time and those that 
got involved from home had provided their 
own materials. However, moving forward I 

wanted to ensure that we had enough budget 
to pay the creatives involved, as well as the 
businesses for their venue. We would also 
be providing participants with the necessary 
materials and safety equipment if required. 
This was made feasible by bringing the 
workshop number down to 1 a month, with 
the intention of catering for up to 20 people 
each time. During the peak of lockdown, 
hosting weekly workshops worked as a lot of 

people were left with a lot of spare time on 
their hands. However, now that things were 
slowly beginning to return to a new state 
of ‘normal’, there aren’t going to be a lot of 
people that can attend such regular meet 
ups - so it just made sense to host monthly 
workshops instead. 
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Once the grant application was submitted, 
I shifted my focus back to developing the 
brands aesthetic. I reached out to Harriet 
Beesley once more to show the brands had 
developments and discuss potential methods I 
could use to push this further. Harriet brought 
up a previous commission she had done for 
the brand, Pure. As their product revolved 
around natural ingredients, Harriet created 
their logo typeface using balsamic vinegar, 
creating an organic and lifelike aesthetic 
for the branding. Pure has since rebranded, 
flattening and slightly altering the typeface, 
presumably to modernise the branding. 
Although I see the appeal in doing so, I do 
think that some of the brands character has 
been lost in translation here. 

THIS GOT ME THINKING 
ABOUT WAYS THAT I 
COULD INCORPORATE 
MULTIPLE FORMS OF 
MEDIA WITHIN MY BRAND. 
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After speaking with Stuart about the issues 
I was having trying to create 3D content on 
the Adobe software’s, he pointed me in the 
direction of Cinema 4D. This opened up a 
new breadth of opportunity for the brand to 
develop as the software includes a variation of 
effects that would allow me to apply enticing 
textures and playful animation all in one 
space. That being said, it was a steep learning 

curve and I had to set realistic expectations 
of what I’d be able to achieve in the amount 
of time I had – luckily YouTube seemingly 
has a tutorial available for everything. After 
following a few tutorials, I was able to recreate 
Joy in Numbers logo in Cinema 4D. It was far 
from perfect, however the process of creating 
it was extremely rewarding and I learnt a 
great deal along the way. However, there 

were some obstacles that I didn’t account 
for, such as setting up and using lighting 
within the software. To keep the 3D content 
looking as realistic as possible, in Cinema 4D 
you practically have to make a set, including 
lighting to obtain your desired effects. This is 
brilliant for those that know how to use it, but 
terribly confusing for beginners such as myself.
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The first attempt at creating the logo was 
reasonably successful but clearly not without 
its errors. For example, the rough joining 
of the two shapes creating the Y. Using this 
as a base, I explored the effects within the 
software further to create a ‘furry’ effect on 
the lettering and later added in bouncing 
balls to create a short ident for the brand. 
It was simple but effective. I really like the 
contrast of textures here and this is something 
I would love to explore further in the future. 
Something I hadn’t considered yet was the 
amount of time it would take to render – for 
this extremely short clip it took 5 hours. This 
is certainly something I’ll need to take into 
consideration in the future! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c45IBdwAp0
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During this time, we received the brilliant 
news that our grant submission had been 
approved; securing the opportunity for face 
to face workshops to happen within Skipton! 
To ensure that we dedicate as much time 
as possible to planning the face to face 
workshops, I put out a post on the Fresh 
Perspective Instagram page, which explained 
that we’ll be taking a break from the live 
streams and why – ensuring that the following 
we had gained didn’t begin to feel abandoned 
or left out of the process.  
  Around the same time, the Government had 
announced new Covid-19 guidelines stating 
that people are no longer able to meet up in 
groups larger than 6. During a meeting we 
discussed alternative ways that we could 
bring the workshops to the public safely. 
Although we were initially aiming to host 
just one workshop per month, I proposed 
that we broke this down into multiple 
cohorts. This way we could still adhere to the 
government guidelines whilst being able to 
offer workshops to approximately 20 people 
each month as planned. Alternatively, Debbie 
brought up the notion that we may fall under 
the educational guidelines, seeing as we’re 
providing free training to the public. However 
this is something we’re still investigating. 
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Within the same meeting, I reopened the 
conversation on whether we should create a 
separate Joy in Numbers social platform, as it 
was still embedded within Fresh Perspective 
Instagram at the time. Previously when I had 
suggested this, the Fresh Perspective team 
were hesitant as the workshops were their 
primary source of content, however since 
we’ve slowed down the workshops, they’ve 
picked up some new content and are no 
longer relying on Joy in Numbers. By giving 
Joy in Numbers its’ own platform, we would 
be able to communicate with the audience 
clearly, erasing any risk of confusion. The 
Fresh Perspective team agreed on the notion 
that I was to run the platform myself. This 
was a great opportunity to start forming the 
brands tone of voice as well as pulling together 
the overall aesthetics. I kept all text casual, 
upbeat, energising and trustworthy. In regards 
to the content, although I had already created 
a small archive, I felt like I needed something 
else to pull them altogether. 
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So, I experimented further with the pattern 
shapes I had created earlier to essentially 
recreate a playful version of the logo. By 
having the separate elements stand together 
as a single unit, I created a composition 
that gave the illusion that they were all 
carefully balanced. I still wanted those ‘in’ on 
it to be able to read the word joy so made 
sure to place each element in a way that 
was still legible. During this process I also 

experimented with adding in additional 
colours. Initially I was reluctant to do so, 
however the primary colour palette was based 
on the Fresh Perspective brand and as the 
project develop individually, it only seemed 
right that the brand did too. I really like how 
this turned out; I think the composition 
manages to create a striking yet fun impact. It 
just makes me smile.
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I later deconstructed the composition to 
create a pattern once I realised that these 
would be perfect to feed through the Joy in 
Numbers content, pulling the entire brand 
together. For example, on Instagram, the 
bio only allows up to 150 characters, so I 
composed a graphic using the pattern with 
a short summary to store as a ‘highlight’ on 
the platform. This means it was going to be 
constantly pinned at the top of the page for 
the public to see. I’ll probably continue to do 
this for other areas of the project, such as 
workshops, how to get involved and as well as 
general information on what we’re planning 
next. Until we’re ready to book a workshop 
in, the platform will primarily be used to 
tease upcoming events as well as expand our 
audience and connect with potential creative 
collaborators.  
  To keep our audience engaged with the 
platform, I started a marketing campaign 
using the hashtag #JoyIs to highlight the joyful 
submissions from the survey I did during my 
research phase. This campaign will aim to 
collect and curate a variety of Boomerang 
videos to showcase a specific submission from 
the survey (for example, “embracing the rain 
with your best friend”). Research suggests that 
online audiences are more likely to engage 
with video content, so I’m hoping by using 
Boomerangs it will draw people’s attention in 
and help spread a little more joy. 
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Moving forward with the planning, during 
a meeting with Debbie and Kath, Debbie 
suggested that we try and get a press 
release out the week commencing the 12th 
October 2020, highlighting the project, it’s 
new collaboration with HAZ and discussing 
the next stages. Knowing that we were 
aiming to host the first workshops by the 
end of October, I proposed that we set a 
date for the press release. This would give 
the first workshop great exposure and by 

giving ourselves a deadline hopefully help 
us secure a venue. This is when the concept 
of a Halloween themed launch event came 
into play. We began discussing the possibility 
of a Halloween-themed outdoor workshop 
within Skipton town centre taking place on 
Saturday 31st October. To keep the workshop 
within the theme, we could invite Craven 
College Theatrical & Media Make-up tutors and 
students to help us run a Halloween make-up 
workshop – giving young creatives a chance to 

showcase their skills whilst promoting Craven 
College and their creative courses. Not only 
does this give people a safe way to celebrate 
the much-loved holiday, but it also opens up 
opportunity for the event to extend further 
into Skipton town. In order to encourage 
people to re-discover Skipton and its heritage, 
we also explored the idea of Ghost Tours and 
art displays taking place on the same day. 
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In the event that a face-to-face workshop is no 
longer possible, we’ve also created a back-up 
plan. During our planning phases, Catherine 
Johnson from the Craven Arts Council had 
reached out to us, letting us know that they 
have an empty venue they’re currently in the 
midst of renovating that we’d be able to use 
if needed. So, if our circumstances change 
once more, meaning that we have to return to 
delivering online workshops, we will use this 
space to create a set for the workshop leader 
to work within. We’re currently in the midst of 
reaching out to the appropriate people needed 
to make this happen, such as the Skipton Civic 
Society, Town Council and Craven College. 
Although this is just a concept, I’m already so 
excited knowing:

WE WILL BE BACK 
DELIVERING CONTENT 
TO THE JOY IN NUMBERS 
AUDIENCE ONE WAY OR 
ANOTHER BY THE END OF 
OCTOBER.  
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This project has taught me a lot in regard 
to project management and collaboration. 
It’s allowed me to get in touch and work 
alongside some truly talented individuals 
who have supported the project from the 
beginning, helping it grow into what it is now. 
Throughout the entire process, the projects 
development has relied on people engaging 
with it. From the workshop leaders, to the 

people that helped me chase after runaway 
balloon models, people’s interaction has been 
the fuel to allow it to grow. In return, it has 
brought people the opportunity to engage 
in a variety of creative workshops, connect 
with one another during the peak of isolation 
and encouraged repetitive participation for 
positive experiences.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yao7nEIrsoA
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